We investigate an analogue to the Wedderburn Principal Theorem (WPT) for a finite-dimensional Jordan superalgebra J with solvable radical N such that N 2 = 0 and J/N ∼ = JPn, n ≥ 3.
Introduction
It is known that for every finite-dimensional associative algebra A over a field F of characteristic zero, with radical N there exists a subalgebra S such that A = S ⊕ N and S ∼ = A/N . For the case of algebras over the field of complex numbers, this result was proved by T. Molien [1, 2] and generalized over an arbitrary field of characteristic zero by S. Epsteen and J. H. Maclagan-Wedderburn [3] . This result is known as the Wedderburn Principal Theorem (WPT). For Jordan algebras, the WPT was proved by A. A. Albert [4] , A. J. Penico [5] , and V. G. Azkinuze [6] . In the case of alternative algebras, the WPT was proved by R. D. Schafer [7] .
Alternative superalgebras were introduced by E. Zelmanov and I. P. Shestakov [8] and Jordan superalgebras were introduced by V. G. Kac [9] and I. Kaplansky [10] . One may ask whether an analogue to the WPT is still true for finite-dimensional superalgebras. For alternative superalgebras over a field of characteristic zero, N. A. Pisarenko [11] proved that the WPT holds when some conditions are imposed on the types of simple summands in semi-simple quotient. Besides, N. A. Pisarenko proved that the conditions imposed are essential, these were illustrated by counterexamples (see [11] ). In the case of alternative superalgebras over a field of characteristic 3, some counterexamples to the WPT were constructed by M. C. Lopez Diaz [12] . In the case of Jordan superalgebras with solvable radical N such that N 2 = 0, the first author [13] showed that it is possible to reduce the problem to simple quotients of Jordan superalgebras. Moreover, he proved that if radical N satisfies N 2 = 0 then it is enough to verify only the cases when N is an irreducible Jordan The first author was partially supported by Universidad de Antioquia, CODI 2016-12949. 1 J-superbimodule. Then, the proof of the WPT can be completed considering simple Jordan superalgebras J case by case. An analogue to the WPT holds only when some conditions are imposed on the irreducible J-superbimodules contained in the radical N . It has been shown that the restrictions are essential (see [13] [14] [15] ).
Using the notation given by C. Martinez and E. I. Zelmanov in [16] , the first author [13, 14] studied the WPT for the cases when semisimple part of J is isomorphic to (sometimes we say that J is of type) J(V, f ), D t , K 10 , K 3 , M n|m (F) (+) and M 1|1 (F) (+) . Moreover, the first author and R. Velasquez [15] proved the WPT for Jordan superalgebras of type Josp n|2m (F). The WPT for Jordan superalgebras of types JP 2 , Jordan superalgebra of Poisson bracket, Q n , and K 3 ⊕ · · · ⊕ K 3 ⊕ F · 1 will be considered in other papers.
In the present paper the authors show that an analogue of the WPT holds when the simple quotient is of type JP n , n ≥ 3. This paper has two sections. Section 2 gives some preliminary results from the theory of Jordan superalgebras including those for the proof of the WPT and Section 3 provides the proof of the WPT when the simple quotient is of type JP n , n ≥ 3.
Basic definitions and notation.
Throughout the paper, superalgebra means a finite-dimensional superalgebra over F. Definition 2.1. An algebra A is called a superalgebra, if it is the direct sum of two non-zero subspaces A0 ⊕ A1 satisfying the multiplicative relation Aī Aj ⊆ Aī +j (mod 2) .
An element x ∈ A is called homogeneous of parityī, if x ∈ Aī, where i = 0, 1. We denote the parity of x, x ∈ Aī, by |x| =ī, i = 0, 1.
Definition 2.2.
A superalgebra J is said to be a Jordan superalgebra, if for all x, y, z, t ∈ J0∪J1 the superalgebra satisfies the superidentities
It is known that if A is an associative superalgebra with multiplication ab, then A (+) is a Jordan superalgebra, where A (+) is a copy of the vector space A and the multiplication in A (+) is defined by the supersymmetric product a • b = 1 2 (ab + (−1) |a||b| ba). A Jordan superalgebra J is called special Jordan superalgebra if there exists an associative superalgebra A such that J ֒→ A (+) .
For convenience, we denote by ab the product in associative superalgebras, a • b the product in a special Jordan superalgebra, and a · b the product in arbitrary Jordan superalgebra.
Given an associative superalgebra A, a graded linear mapping * : A −→ A is said to be a superinvolution in A, if (a * ) * = a and (ab) * = (−1) |a||b| b * a * for every a, b ∈ A0∪ A1. If * is a superinvolution in A, it is easy to see that the set H(A, * ) = {a ∈ A | a * = a} is a subalgebra of A (+) .
is a superinvolution in the associative superalgebra M n|n (F). Then H(M n|n (F), trp) is a Jordan superalgebra, that it is denoted JP n . V. G. Kac [9] proved that, i f n ≥ 2 then JP n is a simple Jordan superalgebra. Let J be a finite-dimensional Jordan superalgebra and let M = M0 ⊕M1 be a Jbimodule. M is called a Jordan bimodule, if the corresponding split null extension E = J⊕M is a Jordan superalgebra. Recall that a split null extension is the algebra with underlying vector space equals to J ⊕ M with a multiplication that extends the multiplication in J through the action of J on M, while the product of two arbitrary elements in M is zero.
Let To study the general case of the WPT in Jordan superalgebra, the first author [13] proved that 
Then if the WPT is true for all superalgebras B ∈ K(J, M) with the restriction that the radical N (B) is an irreducible J-bimodule, then it is true for all superalgebras A from K(J, M). E. Zelmanov [17] proved that J/N is a semisimple Jordan superalgebra if and
is an unital simple Jordan superalgebra and K 3 denotes the Kaplansky Jordan superalgebra. Using Zelmanov's theorem and Theorem 2.4, it is clear that verifying the analogue of the WPT for a Jordan superalgebra J can be reduced to the proof of the WPT in the following cases J/N is simple unital; or J/N = (K 3 ⊕ K 3 ⊕ · · · ⊕ K 3 ) ⊕ F · 1. Besides, simple Jordan superalgebras were classified by V. G. Kac [9] , and I. L. Kantor [18] . Observe that assuming N 2 = 0 and J/N is a simple Jordan superalgebra, it is possible to reduce the problem to consider only Jordan irreducible J/N -superbimodules contained in N .
Note that the irreducible Jordan superbimodules over the Jordan superalgebra JP n were described by C. Martinez and E. I. Zelmanov [16] , who proved that only Jordan irreducible JP n -superbimodules are Reg (JP n ), P n , and its opposites, where P n = {a ∈ M n|n (F) | a trp = −a}, n ≥ 3. Note that the action of JP n over P n is given by the supersymmetric product a • m where a ∈ JP n , m ∈ P n .
By the results of C. Martinez, E. I. Zelmanov and I. P. Shestakov [19] , we have that if J is a Jordan superalgebra with unity 1 and {e 1 , . . . , e n } ⊆ J 0 is a set of pairwise orthogonal idempotents such that 1 = n i=1 e i , then J admits a Peirce decomposition
J ii and J ij are called the Peirce components of J relative to the idempotents e i , and e i , e j , respectively. It is easy to see that the following relations hold
In the following part, we denote by e ij the usual unit matrices. For abbreviation, we write e n ij = e n+i n+j , e 1n ij = e i n+j , e n1 ij = e n+i j for i, j = 1, . . . , n. We assume that
With the above notation, it is easy to check that {u i , u ij , h i , h ij } is an additive basis of JP n and {a i , a ij , b i , b ij } is an additive basis of P n for i, j = 1, . . . , n.
Note that {u 1 , . . . , u n } ⊆ (JP n ) 0 is a set of pairwise orthogonal idempotents in JP n , such that u 1 + · · · + u n = 1. Thus, JP n admits a Peirce decomposition with respect to
3) holds for i, j = 1, . . . , n.
Main theorem
In this section, we prove the main theorem of the present paper: the WPT holds when the simple quotient is of type JP n , n ≥ 3. Since J is not necessarily a special Jordan superalgebra we denote the product in J by a · b. The proof starts with the observation that there exists an additive basis
We need to prove that there exists an additive basis
. Therefore, we obtain that there exists S = A0 ⊕ A1 such that S ∼ = JP n and J = S ⊕ N .
By Theorem 2.4, it suffices to consider N isomorphic to Reg JP n , P n , (Reg JP n ) op and (P n ) op . In each case, we can assume that σ : N −→ M is the isomorphism between N and M, where M is one of the irreducible JP n -superbimodules. Therefore, we can assume that a · m = σ −1 (a • σ(m))), for all a ∈ B ∪ B ′ , m ∈ N .
Observe that { u 1 , . . . , u n } is a set of pairwise orthogonal idempotents in J0, and 1 = u 1 + · · · + u n , then J admits Peirce decomposition. Unless otherwise stated, we assume that h i , h ij , and s ij ∈ J1 are preimages ofh i ,h ij , ands ij under the canonical homomorphism and
Using Peirce properties, we conclude that
By [16] , in order to prove our theorem, we have to consider 4 cases.
Note that (N0) ij , (N0) i , (N1) i , and (N1) ij are spanned by {v ij , v ji }, {v i }, {g i }, and {g ij , z ij }, for i, j = 1, . . . , n, respectively. T hen, we assume that there exist
Proof. Using (2.2), we proceed to determine constants
By the multiplication and the action of J over N in (3.1), we get 7η i g i = 6η i g i . Thus, η i = 0, and u i · h i = h i . In a similar way, changing h i by h ij in (3.1), implies that
Thus, η iij g ij + α iij z ij = 0. This equality implies that η iij = α iij = 0. Therefore, we conclude that u i · h ij = 1 2 h ij . Analogously, we obtain γ iij = β iij = 0. We get that u i · s ij = 1 2 s ij . Lemma 3.3. There exist ξ ij ∈ F, i, j = 1, . . . , n such that Proof. We start by showing that α iji = α ijil = γ ijjl = Λ ij iij = Λ il ijjl = 0, and Λ i ij = −Λ j ij . Substituting x = t by u ij and y = z by h i (y = z by h il and y = z by s jl , respectively) in (2.2), we obtain that
Then, we conclude that α iji = 0 (α ijil = 0 and γ ijjl = 0, respectively). Replacing x by h i , y by s ij , z by u ij and t by u ji in (2.2), we get
Then, we conclude that Λ ij iij = 0. We denote Λ ji iij = Λ iij , thus we write h i · s ij =
we obtain Λ il ijjl = 0 and h ij · s jl = 1 2 u li + Λ ijjl v li , where Λ li ijjl = Λ ijjl . Now, substituting x by h ij , y by s ij , z by u ij and t = u ji in (2.2), we obtain
It is easy to see that calculations on the left and right of (3.6) give
By the linear independence of v i and v j , we conclude that Λ i ij + Λ j ij = 0 and
Further, substituting x by t = u ij , y by h il and z by u ji in (2.2), we get (( u ij · h il ) · u ji ) · u ij = ( u ij · h il ) · ( u ji · u ij ) and simplifying this equality, we obtain
Also, replacing x by u i , y by h ij , z by u il and t by u lj in (2.2), we get (( u i · h ij ) · u il ) · u lj = ( u i · h ij ) · ( u il · u lj ). By the linear independence, we conclude that η ij − η lj = 2η ilij . Combining this equality with (3.7), we get
Now, substituting x = t by u ij , y by s jl and z by u ji in (2.2), we obtain (( u ij · s jl ) · u ji ) · u ij = 1 2 ( u ij · s jl ) · ( u j + u i ). From this equality, an easy computation gives that (3.10) β ijjl + β jiil = 0.
Similarly, we obtain that (( u ij · s jl ) · u jl ) · u li + 1 4 s jl = 1 2 ( u ij · s jl ) · u ji , combining this with (3.10), it follows that (3.11) β ijjl + β jlli + β liij = 0.
Changing x by u i , y by h i , z by u ij and t by s ij in (2.2), we obtain
By the linear independence, we get
Now, replacing x by u ij , y by s jl , z by h i and t by s ij in (2.2), we assert that
And simplifying (3.14) , it follows that β liij − β jiil = Λ iij − Λ iil . Besides, combining (3.10), (3.11) and this equality, it is easy to see that
Now, substituting x by u ij , y by s jl , z by h i , and t by h l in (2.2), we get
Using (3.16) , it is easy to see that
Substituting (3.15) into (3.17), we conclude that Λ iil − Λ lli = η iji − η lil + η jlji holds. Again, replacing (3.9) in the above equality, we obtain Λ iil − Λ lli = η ili − η lil . Now, replacing (3.13) in the above equality, it is clear that Λ il = Λ li . Besides, observe that h li · s li = − h il · s il , then this gives that Λ il = −Λ li . So, we conclude that Λ il = 0. Finally, we write h ij · s ij = 1 2 ( u j − u i ). Further, writing Λ il = 0 in (3.13), we conclude that Λ iij = η iji . Now, replacing this equality in (3.15) and using (3.9), we deduce that (3.18) β jlli = η jlji .
Substituting x by u l , y by h l , z by s lj and t by h ji in (2.2), we obtain
From (3.19 ) and the linear independence, we give Λ ijjl = η jlji + Λ llj − η lil = η jlji + η ljl − η lil = η jlji + η ijil . Now, using (3.11) and (3.18) in these equalities, we obtain
Finally, with (3.20), we have proved that:
Making ξ ij = η ij in (3.21), the proof of the lemma is completed.
Proof. Analogously to the proof of Lemma 3.2, we prove the equalities
iji , η ij iji and η ij ∈ F. Substituting x = t by u ij and y = z by h i in (2.2), we get (( u ij · h i ) · h i ) · u ij = 0. Then, it follows that η ij iji = 0. If we replace x = z = t by u ij and y by h i in (2.2), we obtain that (( u ij · h i ) · u ij ) · u ij = 0. Therefore, we conclude that 1 2 η ij + η ji iji = 0. Changing x by u ij , y by h i , z by h j and t by u ji in (2.2), we get
Simplifying (3.22 ) and using the linear independence of the elements, we have that η ji iji = 0. This implies that η ij = 0 for all i, j = 1, . . . , n. So, we write u ij · h i = 1 2 h ji and u ij · h ij = h j . Further, substituting x by u ij , y by h il , z by u il and t by u li in (2.2), it follows easily that
In the same manner, observe that (( u ij · s jl ) · s ij ) · u ij = 0. Thus, we obtain β li ijjl = 0. Similarly, substituting x by u ij , y = z by s jl and t by u jl in (2.2), it is clear that β il ijjl = 0. Then, we conclude that u ij · s jl = 1 2 s il . Now, assuming that h ij · s ij = 1
iij z ji , and h ij · s jl = 1 2 u li + Λ g ijjl g li + Λ z ijjl z li and using (3.6), we get Λ i ij = 0. Substituting x by h ij , y by s ij , z by u ji and t by u ij in (2.2), it is clear that Λ j ij = 0. Besides, replacing x by h i , y by s ij , z by u ij and t by u ji in (2.2), we deduce that Λ z iij = 0. Similarly, Λ g jji = Λ z ijjl = Λ g ijjl = 0, which proves the lemma.
Case 3. N ∼ = P n . Let N = span w i , w ij ⊕ span y i , y ij , x ij and σ(w i ) = a i , σ(w ij ) = a ij , σ(y i ) = b i , σ(y ij ) = b ij , and σ(x ij ) = c ij . It is clear that (N0) ij , (N0) i , (N1) i and (N1) ij are spanned by {w ij , w ji }, {w i }, {y i } and {y ij , x ij }, respectively.
Proof. We can now proceed analogously to the proof of Lemma 3.2, and obtain that u i · h i = h i , u i · h ij = 1 2 h ij and finally that u i · s ij = 1 2 s ij . Similarly to the proof of Lemma 3.3, we conclude that η iji = η ijil = β ijjl = 0. Now, we proceed to finding the constants. Substitute x = t by u ij , y by h il and z by u ji (x = t by u ij , y by s jl and z by u ji , respectively) in (2.2) . It follows easily that α ijil = 0, (γ ijjl = 0, respectively). So, we write u ij · h il = 1 2 h jl and u ij · s jl = 1 2 s il . Moreover, replacing x = t by u ij , y by h ij and z by u ji in (2.2), we deduce that η ij = 0. Thus, u ij · h ij = h j . Changing x = t by u ij , y by h i and z by u jl in (2.2), we obtain α iji x jl = α iji x lj . Observe that x lj = −x jl and by the linear independence of x lj , we conclude that α iji = 0. Finally, we write u ij · h i = 1 2 h ij . By (3.5) , it follows that Λ ij iij = 0. Similarly, we obtain Λ il ijjl = 0. Now, by (3.6) we give Λ i ij +Λ j ij = 0. Denote Λ ij = Λ j ij ; then we write h ij · s ij = 1 2 ( u j − u i )+Λ ij (w j − w i ). Further, by (3.12), we obtain Λ ij = Λ iij . By (3.14) it follows that Λ iij = −Λ iil . Now, by (3.16) it is clear that Λ llj = −Λ iil , thus we conclude that Λ iij = Λ llj , which is the same as Λ lj = Λ ij . Replace x by u il , y by s lj , z by u li and t by h jl in (2.2 ). An easy calculation shows that Λ jl = Λ ij . Combining these last equations, we conclude that Λ jl = Λ ij = Λ lj . Furthermore, note that Λ lj = −Λ jl = Λ jl , then Λ llj = Λ lj = 0. Finally, by (3.19) it is clear that Λ ijjl = Λ llj = 0, for all i, j, l = 1, . . . , n, and the proof is completed.
, h j · s jl = 1 2 u lj and h ji · s il = 1 2 u lj .
Proof. The proof of the first three equalities is similar to the proof given in Lemma 3.2. Let u ij · h i = 1 2 h ji + β ij iji w ij + β ji iji w ji , u ij · h ij = h j + β ij w j and u ij · h il = 1 2 h jl + β lj ijil w lj + β jl ijil w jl . By the fact that (( u ij · h i ) · h i ) · u jl = 0, it follows that β ij ijji = 0. Analogously to the proof of Lemma 3.4, we get 1 2 β ij + β ji iji = 0. Due to (( u ij · h i )· h j )· u jl = ( u ij · h i )·( u jl · h j ), it is easy to check that β ji iji = 0. This implies that β ij = 0. Now, by (3.22) we conclude that β jl ijij = β lj ijil = 0. Analogously as Lemma 3.4 we prove that u ij · s jl = 1 2 s il , h ij · s ij = 1 2 ( u j − u i ), h j · s jl = 1 2 u lj and h ji · s il = 1 2 u lj , and lemma follows.
Finally, we give the proof of Theorem 2.4.
Proof. By Lemmas 3.4 to 3.6, observe that if N is isomorphic to one of the following radicals (Reg JP n ) op or P n or (P n ) op then the WPT is obvious. Now, we assume that N ∼ = Reg JP n . Let h i , h ij , and s ij preimages ofh i ,h ij ands ij , respectively. By Lemma 3.3, we get that there exist ξ ij , for i, j = 1, . . . , n, such that (3.3) and (3.4) hold.
Let θ 1 ∈ F. We can choose θ 2 , θ 3 , . . ., θ n ∈ F such that θ 2 −θ 1 = ξ 12 −ξ 21 , θ 3 −θ 2 = ξ 23 − ξ 32 , inductively, θ i+1 − θ i = ξ ii+1 − ξ i+1i . Using β ijjl = η ijil = 1 2 (η il − η jl ) and (3.11) , it is easy to check that θ i − θ j = ξ ji − ξ ij for all i = j.
Let h i = h i + θ i g i , h ij = h ij + (θ j − ξ ij )g ij and s ij = s ij + (ξ ij − θ j )z ij ∈ A 1 . Note that θ i − ξ ji = θ j − ξ ij implies that h ij = h ji and s ij = − s ji . An easy computation shows that u i · h i = h i , u i · h ij = 1 2 h ij , u i · s ij = 1 2 s ij , u ij · h ij = h j , u ji · h ij = h i , u ij · h i = 1 2 h ij , u ij · h il = 1 2 h jl , u ij · s jl = 1 2 s il , h ij · s ij = 1 2 ( u j − u i ), h i · s ij = 1 2 u ji and h ij · s jl = 1 2 u li . Further, considering S1 = span h i , h ij , s ij for all i = j, then we obtain S1 ∼ = (JP n )1. Now, if we take S = S0 ⊕ S1 ⊆ J, then S ∼ = JP n . Therefore, an analogue to the WPT holds, which completes the proof.
